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1. IKTR~DUCTICK 
The minm~al condition on centra!izers of subsets has made sexxral appearances 
in the Spiow theory of locally finite groups : see, in particular, Chapter 3 of Icegel 
and Webrfritz [fFj and Sections 4 , 5 of Hartley [4]. Xn this paper it xriiil be p:-oveo. 
that if G is a locally finite group satisfying the minimai condition ’ ~- A 011 cerlirairi,ers 
then, for every prime p, the Sylow p-subgroups (by which v-e snnplv mean . -_ 
maximal p-subgroups) of G are conjugate. The proof reii , es 0s tse f.c:Icwirg 
resuit, which is proved in Section 2. 
The author is grateful to T’. Yen for cammunicati:? *g ^ & resu;, :f -$7&&-h is r;s& 
in the Troof of Theorem ,I. This result is described in Sccti~on 2. 
The Syiow theorem will be derived in Section 3. In fact the fc‘cIiowing rather 
mere genera! result is proved. 
Since the hypotheses of Theorem B are inhe;-:.ted ;$; ..:cb, ro,.->- 3-L g:- -‘~‘” 0: G gi;z 
conclusion holds for all subgroups of G. Thus, 5; Coroharj- I.D.18 or’ [6], tix 
conc!usion also holds for all factor groups of G. . 
Theorems A and B are generaiisations of recent results about CZ-groups in 
Bryant and U’ilson [2] and Sryant and Yen [3]; respectitei:;, xhich are in turn 
-~~err,kitions of we,l-known results t;u. -1 abou : linear grcups (see iXve&-fritz ;I 0::. 
T- II a forthcoming paper with B. Hartley, Theorems A and B ~3 be tlscd : 
deriT;e rrsuits about periodic locally solzb!e groups so$&>-i~~g -:he mir_icz’i , 
condition m centralizers. it wi!l be shown that such groqs zrt soluble and, 
for every set z of primes, the maximal z--subgrougs crre c~~;j:zga:e. I: will f~utiher 
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be shown that the groups are nilpotent-by-abelian-by-finite. Thus they have a 
structure similar to that of soluble linear groups. 
The class of groups satisfying the minimal condition on centralizers will be 
denoted by %H, . In the remainder of this section we shall describe some general 
results (mostly well-known) concerned with the class !I& . 
If A is a subset of a group G we write C,(A) for the centralizer of A in G. 
If B is the centralizer of some subset of G and A = Co(B) it follows that 
B = C,(A). Thus there is an order-reversing one-one correspondence from 
the set of centralizers to itself. Thus G satisfies the minimal condition on centra- 
lizers if and only if it satisfies the maximal condition on centralizers. Another 
equivalent condition is that for every subset A of G there is a finite subset A, 
of A such that C,(A) = C,(-4,). 
It is easy to see that the class ‘9X, is closed under the formation of subgroups 
and finite direct products. Also, an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.20 
of [6J shows that !V& is closed under the formation of finite extensions. But 
simple examples show that !l& is not closed under the formation of factor groups. 
Indeed the situation with regard to factor groups is very bad: An example is 
given in Section 4 of a group G which is nilpotent of class 3 and which has 
exponent 4, such that G E 9Xm, but G/[,(G) $ !U$ . (M Fe write <r(G) for the centre 
of G.) The problem of dealing with factor groups of $%&-groups contributes 
substantially to the difficulty of the proofs of Theorems A and B. Since the 
conclusions of these theorems are inherited by factor groups it would be desirable 
to find a larger factor group closed class of groups in which to work. But it does 
not seem easy to find such a class. 
The example mentioned above shows that the class )x32, is larger than the 
class of C.&groups, because if G is a CZ-group, so is G/&(G). (The same fact 
is shown by the example in Bryant [l] of a finite extension of a U-group which 
is not a CZ-group.) 
Well-known examples of $%&-groups are abelian groups, linear groups, and 
finitely generated abelian-by-nilpotent groups. In fact for each of these groups 
G there is a positive integer n such that every strictly descending chain of 
centralizers in G has length at most 52: see Wehrfritz [9] and Lennox and 
Roseblade [fl. It may be of interest to note that this property is not possessed 
by all %&-groups. ..An example to show this is given in Section 4. 
For notation and terminology we follow Robinson [8]. In particular, for any 
group G the deriv-ed group of G is denoted by G’ and the terms of the upper 
and lower central series are denoted by f;,(G) and y,(G), respectively. 
2. LOCALLY SILPOTENT GROUPS 
If G E !I.&, there is a finite subset A such that [r(G) = C,(G) = C,(A). 
Our first object is to prove a corresponding result for the groups G/[,(G). 
Because of an example mentioned above these groups need not be ‘%&-groups. 
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LEmLa 2. i . Let G E 3X, md let H = G/CL--~(G), zchere k is G p&ire integer. 
Then there e.xists a finite subset -4 of H such that t,(H) = CII{A). 
Before prol-ing Lemma 2.1 we derive some corollaries. 
COROLLxiT 2.2. .%ppose that G is a ioca1l-v ni!poten; %&yotip such that 
(;-,(G) < G. where k is a positive integer. The.q b,,(G) < &.[G). 
Proo;. Let A and H be as in Lemma 2.1. Thus C,-(i) = &(G),&{G). 
But C,(A) + 1, since H is locaiiy nilpotent and H + I. 
The special case of Corollary 2.2 with k = 2 was proved by T. Yen (persona. 
ccrnununica:ion). It yields the following resuit. 
COROLSART 2.3 (T. E’en). Let G be a 1ocallJl nilpotent ‘3R5-gm+ Tkex G fs 
SOhbb. 
-Proof. Because G E ‘9.lx11, n-e may assume that e\+er;: centralizer in G which :s 
a proper subgroup of G is soluble. Clearly we may also assume that G is not 
abe!ian. Hence, by Corollary 2.2, there exists II E &(G),,[,(G). Sx C,(S) < G: 
so Co(u) is soluble. But Co(u) is the kernel of the homomcrphism g -+ Eg. 2; 
from G to r;,(G). Thus G,C,( u is abelian. Therefore G is soiuble. ) 
Xe shall derive Lemma 2.1 from a more general result (Lemma 2.5 below) 
which +ll ako be used in Section 3. But first we establish some notation. 
Let P be a subgroup of a group G. Define subgroups C&P!, n 2 G, zs 
follows. Let &O(P) = 1 and, for n > 1. let C,“(P) be the set of all elements J: 
of G which normalize C,O(P),..., C:-‘(P) and satisfj- ix, ~1 E C:-‘(P) fsr ali 
3 E P. It is easy to prove, b< induction on n. t:hat Czi:(P) is a subgroup of G 
and that P normalizes CSiz(P). Also, Ccn(P) n P - i,,(P) end C,“(G) = i,,(G!. 
LEXXN 2.4. Let G be a group and P a subgrotip Gf G. Then 
I,/i(P)S C,“(P)j < Ckmi(P) 
for alipositize integers i and k such that i < k. 
Proof. The result is a special case of a reskt of P. Ha:!, Qatz III.28 of 
Sqpert [5]. 
LXAL~ 2.5. Let G be a group and P a subgro+ of G. .%ppm that .T i; G 
ruhgroup of- P such that 
where k is a positice integer. Then C$‘(Sj = CGh’(P). 
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Proof. The result is trivial if k = 1. Thus we may assume that k > 2 and 
that the result is true for all smaller values of k. We first prove by induction 
on i that 
h-m G”(X)1 < G”(P), i = 0, l,..., K - 1. 
You- [y@), C&X)] = 1 by Lemma 2.4. Thus [yk(P), Cop(X)] = 1. This gives 
the required result for i = 0. Suppose then that 1 < i < k - 1 and that the 
result is true for all smaller values of i. Then 
[)Q.-t(P), [X, Cd(X)]] < [y,-,(P), CF(X>] = [m.-*(P), G-WI < cm), 
by Lemma 2.4. Since C;-‘(P) = Cd-‘(X) we can apply the Three Subgroups 
Lemma in Aro(C$-l(P)) to obtain 
Thus 
h-i(P), C,“(X), Xl < m-0 
[y&.,,(P), GP(-q < W(X) = cow, 
which is the required result. 
Taking i = K - 1 we have [P, C$(X)] < C;-‘(P). Thus Cck(X) < Cok(P). 
But 
[X, C$(P)] < cg-l(P) = Ckl(X). 
Thus C,$P) < Cob(X) and so C&X) = C,#‘). 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. For each i (1 < i < K) there is a finite subset Ti of 
r*(G) such that C&(G)) = C,(T,). But there is a finitely generated subgroup 
X, of G such that Ti C Y~(XJ. Let X = <XI ,..., X,). Then for each i we have 
and so C,&(X)) = C&(G)). Thus, by Lemma 2.5, C&((X) = S@) for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., K. Hence 
G(-JL~(G),‘IP-~(G)) = Sn(WL#3 
The result follows by taking A to be a finite generating set for x;k-I(G)/[k--l(G). 
We now move towards the proof of Theorem A. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a periodic niipotent m&rot@. Then G/&(G) has 
finite exponent. 
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Proof. There exists a finite subset E of c,(G) such that &(5,(G)) = Co(U). 
Since G is periodic there is a positive integer m such that u”’ = 1 for ali u E L’, 
Then, for a!1 g E G: EC E U, 
[g”, u] = [g, ulna = ig, ~4~~~: = 1.
Hence g”’ E C,([,(G)), and so, for all v E &Y,(G), 
[g, Cm] = [g, c]” = [g”, ~1 = i. 
Thus [,(G)/&(G) has exponent dividing m. It fol1ow-s easiiv (see Theorem 2.23 
of [g]) that G/[,(G) has finite exponent. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a locally nilpotent ‘~&wip tick flint G&(G) hm 
finite exponent for some integer k >, 0. Then G is niipotezzt. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, G is soluble. So, by induction on the derived iength 
of G, we may assume that G’ is nilpotent. Let S = G’&(G). Thus G;Sis abehan 
and ,Y/{,(G) is nilpotent. Suppose -Y/&(G) has class I and, for i = 0, I,..., 1, iet 
:T&(Gj = [i(A~~k(G)). It is enough to prove that 11’ < c,(G) fcr scme t.Thus it is 
enough to prove by inducticn on i that, for i = 0, I,..., I, -Yi G i,(G) for some f. 
The case :’ = 0 is trivial, so assume that i > 1 and that -“\riW1 < j,(G). Let 
H = G,!&(G) and M = -Y&(G)!{,(G). Th us M is an abelian normal scbgrcup 
of H. Since [-Yf , A:] < A’i-1 we have [Ayf , G’] < t,(G), and so [-II, H’] = 1. 
For each subgroup L of H we write L = LH’IH’. Then we can regard M as an 
R-module, by means of conjugation in H. 
By Lemma 2.1 there is a finitely generated subgrcup X of H such that c:(H) = 
C,(X). Sow H has finite exponent, e, say. Thus X has Unite order, II, szy. 
Hence, for each a E 134, (a, X) = ( aX)X is finite of order a: most d = e%. 
Thus <a, X) is nilpotent of cl233 at most d. Thus, in right moduie notation. 
a(Z - l)d = 0. Hence M(X - l)d = 0. Since C,(X) = c,(H) this gives 
M(X - l)“(n - 1) = 0. Hence, since ais abelian, M(f7 - 1)(X - l)d-l = 0. 
For d > 2 we can argue in a similar way again to obtain M(E - I )a (X - I )6-2 = 
0, Contirming in this way we obtain M(R - 1)” = 0. Ccnsequendy :I+’ < <&H;, 
and so Ki < c,+,(G). This completes the proof. 
Ke shall recbrire a version of a lemma from LT. 
LEXMA 2.8. Let D be an elementary abelian group of order p*: where p is G 
prime. Lef n = $(p’ I p). Then there exist note-trivial elemenls x1 , xp ,..., x,, of 
D such that 
(x1 - 1)(x2 - 1) --- (Xn - 1) = 0 
in the group ring of D oe;er the integers. 
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Proof. Let y0 , y1 ,..., yI, be p + 1 distinct elements of D. Then, by the 
Lemma of [2], n(yi - y,) = 0, where the product is over all i, j with 0 Gj < 
i \<p. Hence n(yiy;’ - 1) = 0. This is an equation of the desired form. 
THEOREM 9. Let G be a periodic locally nilpotent group satisfyimg the minimal 
conditimr eta centralizers. Then G is nilpotent-by-finite. 
Proof. Because GE 9& we may assume that every centralizer in G which 
is a proper subgroup of G is nilpotent-by-finite. We first show that G has a 
nilpotent normal subgroup :V such that G/Y is finite-by-abelian of finite exponent. 
This is clear if G is abelian. But if G is not abelian then, by Corollary 2.2, there 
exists u E &(G)‘..~,(G). Since u has finite order, G/Co(u) is abelian of finite 
exponent (cf. the proofs of 2.3 and 2.6). Since C,(U) < G, Co(u) is nilpotent-by- 
finite, and the result follows. 
By Lemma 2.6, ~\~/;‘5r(:V) has finite exponent. Thus Gi&(N) has finite exponent. 
If G has a subgroup G, of finite index such that S G G, and &(iV) G &(Ge) 
for some k, then G,/‘[,(G,,) has finite exponent, so G, is nilpotent by Lemma 2.7, 
and hence G is nilpotent-bg-finite. Thus to pro\-e the theorem it suffices to 
pro\-e the following fact. Let M be the centralizer in &(!V) of some subset of G 
such that -Vo(M) has finite index in G: then G has a subgroup G, of finite index 
such that S G G, and A4 G &(GJ for some k. Also, since G E 91, : we may 
assume that the result is true for every centralizer Ml of the type in question 
with M1 < M. 
Let G, = z\To(A4) and K = Co(34). Thus iV G K G G1 and G, has finite index 
in G. If G,/K is finite we can take G, = K. Thus we assume that G,IK is 
infinite. Sow G,!K is a finite-by-abelian group of finite exponent. Let c be an 
e!ement of G,/K of largest order. Since (G,/K)’ is finite, C,,,(w) has finite index 
in G,!K, so is infinite. Let w be any element of Co1,8K(o)\(~). Then <K, U> is 
abelian, but not cyclic. Thus G,/K has an elementary abelian subgroup D/K 
of order p2 for some prime p. Let G2/K be the centralizer of D/K in GJK. 
Then D G G2 and, since (G,/K)’ is finite, G2 has finite index in G1 . For each 
subset L of Ga u-e write 2 for its image in the factor group GJK. Then, since 
K = C,(M), m-e can regard M as a Gz-module. 
By Lemma 2.8 there exist elements x1, JC, ,..., X, of D\K such that 
sow-, for each i, C,&) < A4 and C,(x,) is normal in G8 , since %i is central 
in G2 . Thus, for each i, G has a subgroup H, of finite index such that S G Hi 
and C.%~(N[) G [,(H,) for some ct . Let G, = G, n HI n .** n H, and c = 
max(c, ,..., c,J. Then G, has finite index in G, X G G, , and C,,(x,) G [,(G,) 
for all i. To complete the proof w-e show that A4 \( l,,(G,). 
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Since -M(Tr - 1) . .. (sn - 1) = 0 we have 
Hence 
3!qTl - 1) *.. (a, - 1) < C&J. 
ilqz.. - 1) ... (a-, - l)(Gc - 1)’ = 0. 
Since each F: is central in Ge we obtain 
Continuing in a similar way with z~,, ,..., %I , we ultimately obtain 
X(G3 - l),, = 0. Hence -li< [,,(G,), as required. 
COROLLARS 2.9. Let G be a periodic locall?. nilpotent ??I?,-group. Then G 6 
hypercentral. 
Proof. By Theorem A, G is nilpotent-by--finite. Hence eye?- factor group 
cf G is locally nilpotent and nilpotent-by-finite. It follows easily that every 
non-tris-ial factor group of G has non-trivial centre. Therefore G is hynercentral. 
3. SYLOW SCBGROUP~ 
LESiMA 3.1. Let G be a group and P a maximal r-subgroup of G: diere z is G 
set of primes. Then, for emy positive intege: k, [CGP(P). P] < &.,(Pj a%4 
<,-,(P) is the set of all r-elements of C:-‘(P). 
ProoJ The result is trivial for K = 1. So we may assume that .Iz > 2 and that 
the result is true for all smaller values of K. Let n E Cot(P) and y E P. Let pn be 
the order of y. By the inductive hypothesis, [Co”(P), P, P] < b,-,(P) anti 
<L--2(P) is normalized by Cok(P). Working in -~-~(SR--?(P))iSI:_L(Pj we obtain: 
C,-,(P) = [x, ym]5k-z(P) = [x, y;m i,-,(P). 
Thus [x, ~1 is a v-eiement. But, since [Co”(P), P, PI < l&P), [x, JV] normaiizes 
P. Thus Ex, ~1 E P and so [x, ~1 E &,(P). Therefore [CoB(P), Pj < [,-i(Pj. Let 
K be any r-subgroup of Cg-l(P). Then, since [K, Pi < &.-,(Pj. K nolmalizes P. 
Thus K < P and so K < &.-l(P). 
LEXXA 3.2. Let G be a group and P a maximal r-subgroup of G, where w ;‘s a 
scf gfprimes. Suppose that X is a subgroup cf P satisfying 
i = :I, 2,..., k, 
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where k is a positive integer. Suppose that K is a r-subgroup of G containing X. 
Then &(K) < Z;,(P) for i = 0, l,..., k. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, &j(X) = &j(P) for j = 0, l,..., k. We write 
C, = C&X). Trivially 5,(K) < [a(P), so we may assume that 1 < i < k and 
[j-1(K) < tjml(P). We first sh ow by induction on j that t,(K) normalizes C, 
for j = 0, l,..., i - 1. This is trivial for j = 0. Thus we may assume that j > 1 
and l*(K) normalizes C, , Cr ,..., C’j-1 . We have 
and 
Thus, by the Three Subgroups Lemma in No(&), 
Therefore [l,(K), C,] < C, , showing that i&(K) normalizes Cj . 
We have shown that [@I) normalizes C’s, C, ,..., C’,-r . But 
Thus &(K) < Ci . By Lemma 3.1 it follows that [i(K) < [i(p). 
We now prove a special case of Theorem B. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a locally jinite group and p a prime. Suppose that for 
every Sylow p-subgroup Q of G the minimal condition is satisfied fn- centralizers 
in G of subsets of Q. Suppose that G has a nilpotent Sylow p-subgroup P. Then the 
Sylow p-subgroups of G are conjugate. 
Proof. Suppose that P has class c. By the hypotheses there exists a finite 
subgroup X of P such that C&(X)) = C&,(P)) for i = 1,2,..., c (cf. the 
proof of Lemma 2.1). Hence C&(X)) = C&(P)) for all i. Let L be any 
finite p-subgroup of G. Then, by Sylow’s theorem applied to the finite group 
<X, L), there exists g E G such that K = (Ls, X) is a finite p-group. By Lemma 
3.2, I&.(K) < &(P) for all i. Th us, since K is nilpotent, K < P, Hence LB < P. 
Hence every finitep-subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup of P, and so has 
class at most c. It follows that every Sylow p-subgroup of G is nilpotent of class 
at most c. Let Q be any Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then, by the argument used 
for P, Q contains a conjugate of every finite p-subgroup of G. Thus, for some 
h E G, X < Q”. By Lemma 3.2, [,(Q”) < &(P), that is Qh < P. Hence Qh = P, 
as required. 
Let P be a subgroup of a group G. We shall say that a subgroup F of P is 
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,t;?ar in P (with respect to G) if P : F : is finite and -\-o(K) < -\-o(F) k: a!! 
subgroups K of G such that F < K < P. (This implies that F is normai in K 
whene;.er F < K < P.) As usual, a group G is said to satisf?* the wwnaliz~:- 
condition if H < KG(H) for every proper subgroup El of G. 
LEKlM 3.4. Let p be a prime and G a locally jkite group. Suppose that P 
and Q are Sylow p-subgroups of G such that ,O satis$es the nornrah’zer condition 
and contains a subgroup F which is *firm in P with respect o G. The,v 0 < AJCo(F\ 
and Q is conjugate to P in ATo( 
Proof. In a locally- finite group with a finite Solos- p-subgroup the Sylow 
p-subgroups are conjugate (Lemma l.D.12 of [6J). Bq’ consideration of _Y,J.!!)/.F 
it follow-s that the Sylom p-subgroups of X‘(F) are ail conjugate to P. 
Let I = P n Q. We use induction on P : I i, which is finite. Clearfy we may 
assume that I < Q. Since Q satisfies the normalizer condition and F is firm in 1. 
I < -\-o(I) < Xo(F). Let R be a Sylom p-subgroup of A’&?) conteining :Yo(I). 
Then P3 = R for some g E Xo(F). Thus R is 2 Sylov.. g-subgroup of G and 
FQ = F is firm in R with respect to G. But R n Q > -l-&I) > I. Thus 
:R:RfiQI<iR:I’ = iR:F., I:F =.P:F i:F -.= P:i . 
Therefore, by the inductke hypothesis, Q < :\:o(F). Hexe Q is conjuga:e 
to P in -\-o(F). 
LB;\:ALX 3.5. Let P te a periodic locally nilpotent ?&group. (i) P sati.$es the 
normalizer condition. (ii) P lass a unique maximal nilpoknt subgroup P”, and P^ 
has$nite index in P. (iii) If P is a subgrcup of a group G, then P” is -firm in P with 
respect o G. (it-) There exists a positice integer m such that Pk < Cp(Pzli). 
Proof. (i) follows from Corollary 2.9 (see the foor cfp~ 49 of LB:). By Theorein 
..I; P has a maximal nilpotent subgroup P* which has finite indes in -P. Let N be 
any maximal nilpotent subgroup of P. Then Ji is characteristic in Xp(M). Hence 
LYp(:\>(M)) = .Np(X). Hence, by (i), N is normal in P. 2i.s yields (ii); and (iii! 
is an easy consequence. By Lemma 2.6, P*:&(P”) has finite exponent. Therefore 
Pj[,(P*) has finite exponent, na, say. Clearly P* < C&PnL), giving (kj. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a local& finite group and p a prime. Suppose that fc: 
ec;ery Sylorz p-.‘ub*goup P of G the minimal condition is sati$ed for centralizers 
in G of subsets of P. Then the Sylow p-subgroups of G are conjugate. 
Proof. First note that every p-subgroup P cf G ir an ?&-group. T!ES 
Lemma 3.5 is applicable to each such P. 
B!- Theorem I.D.8 of [q we can assume that G is ccuntable. Thus, bj 
Proposition l.D.3 of [6i, G has a Sylowp-subgroup S which contains a conjugate 
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of every finite p-subgroup of G. Let P be an arbitrary Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
It is enough to prove that P is conjugate to S. 
By Lemma 3.5 there exists a positive integer m such that P* < Cp(Pm) 
and S* < C,( 9). By the condition on centralizers there exists a finite subgroup 
X of P such that Co(Xm) = CG(Pm). By replacing P by a suitable conjugate 
we may assume that X < 5’. Thus Xm < S” and S* < Co(Xm) = CG(Pm). 
Also, P” < CG(Prn). 
Let PO be a Sylow p-subgroup of C,(Pm) containing P*, and let PI be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G containing PO . Bp Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4, PI is conjugate 
to P in Vo(P*): Hence [ PI : P” 1 is finite. Hence, for a suitable positive integer n, 
P,,n < (P*)” < Pm. Therefore PO” < [,(P,) and so, bg Lemma 2.7, PO is 
nilpotent. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, the Sylow p-subgroups of C,(Pm) are 
conjugate. 
Hence there exists g E C,(Pm) such that <(P*)g, S*> is ap-group. Let Q be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G containing <(P*)“, S*>. Then (Pg)* = (P*)” < Q and 
S* < Q. Thus, by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4, Pg is conjugate to Q and Q is conjugate 
to S. This completes the proof. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we describe the two examples referred to in Section 1. For 
the sake of brevit? some of the details are omitted. The first example to be 
described is a group G which is nilpotent of class 3 and which bus exponent 4, such 
that G E !& but G/{,(G) 4 ‘9X, . 
Let F be the free group on a countably infinite generating set 
u = (Xl , x, ,..., ,v, , y* ,..., z}. 
For convenience we take an order < on U which gives U the order type of the 
positive integers and in which z < u for all u E U. Let F,, = F and, for i >, 0, 
Pi, = Pie[F, , F]. Thus FJF,, is an elementary abelian 2-group and is central 
in F’F,-, . Clearly F:F, has the basis {UP, : u E V>. Also, it is not difficult to 
verif\r (see Section 2 of [I], for example) that F,/F, has the basis 
and F,(‘F, has the basis 
Furthermore it is straightforward to verify that F,,‘F, is abelian. 
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Let -J:Fa be the subgroup of F2/F3 generated by (i) ali :he basis elemenrs of 
F,:F, above, with the exception of those of the form [.vi , Z, ~j]F, and f~, . Z, s,, 
F3 , 2nd. (ii) aI1 elements of the form 
Let G = F/:1-. Clearly G is nilpotent of class 3. -4ls0, since F.F; ad Fl Is are 
both abelian of exponent 2, G has exponent 4. We write G1 = F,!Avt G, = F,: h’ 
and, for ali z E L-, we rewrite u:Y 2s U. Then Gi is an e!ementary abelian 2-grou? 
with basis consisting of all elements aa, [Us , UJ (where U: > E?)# [x. ~ 3. ; -VT,, 
[yi , z, xii and [xi , z, yj] (where i + j). Sate that 
ad, when i + j, 
Let If’ be the subgroup of G generated by GB and ah elements 9, ,I.x~ , :cj]; 
[T; , Tj] and [x; , ~j] ( w h ere i F j). It is easy to verif!- that IF < [r(G). We shali 
show that IV = c,(G). An ar i -arp element of G can be witten in the form b t. 
-.vhere E E {0, I), I, J, K, L and M are finite sets of ?ositiw integers, the products 
are in increasing order of subscript, and z E IF: Suppose g E j;(G). Then 
consideration of [g, x,], n-here t 61, shows that E = 0 and I = J = z . Ccz- 
sideration of [g, yr], [g, xi] and [g, z] then show-s that K = L = 31 = P 
Thus g E IV. Consequently IV = l,(G). 
In G,W, for each positive integer n let X,, = is- TTY .. . . s,!TF>. Then J,+~F 
centralizes X,, but not X,,, . Hence G!TV? *9X:. .- It remains to shcn- that 
G E 91, . Let H be the subgroup of G generated bp G, and ? :: {z] . Thus H 52s 
index 2 in G. Since 2 finite extension of an %I&-group is ar, ‘%VJ-grotip it is emxgk 
to show that H c 9x, . 
Let Si (1 < i < 7) be the subgroups of H defined as foi!ow: 
It is easy to :-erif!- that S, < c,(H) and that the Si are normal subgroups cf h’. 
Let Y = iSi : 1 < i < 7). We shall shorn that, for all h f H, C,(h) is a finite 
union of cosets of elements of Y. It is easy to verify that this yields HE 911, .
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We shall consider separately the two cases h $ G1 and h E G1 . If h g G1 and 
b’ E C,(h)\G, then, by working in H/G, , it is straightforward to verify that 
h’ E RG, : thus 
G(4 = G,(h) u hG,(h) 
and it suffices to show that C,#z) is a finite union of cosets of elements of Y. 
For convenience we do this for an arbitrary element h of H. Let h E H and 
h’ E G1 . Then we may write 
where I, I’, J and J’ are finite sets of positive integers, r E G1 and s E S, . Then 
Hence[h,h’]=lifandonlyifInJ’=I’~J=~andIxJ’=I’~J. 
Thus, ifI=J=z, C,$h)=S,. IfI=g andJ#a, C&(h)=&. 
IfI&Z and J= o, &(h) =S,. If I# z, J+ z and In J= a, 
IfI+ z, J+ E andIn J+ ~,C,~(ia) = S,. 
It remains to show that, for all h’ E G1 , C,(h’) is a finite union of cosets of 
elements of 9. Let h E Hand la’ E G1 . Then we may determine C,(h’) by using 
the expressions for h and It’ given above. If I’ = J’ = a, C,(h’) = S, . If 
I’= z andJ’+ Z, C&‘)=Ss. IfI’+ 3 and J’= 5, C,(h’)=Sj. 
IfI’+ z,J’+ e andI’nJ’ = z, 
IfI’== z:J’f: z andI’nJ’+ Z, C&z’) = S, . This completes the proof. 
The second example to be described is a group G which is nilpotent of class 2 
and which has exponent 4, such that GE YJ& but there is no Jinite bound on the 
lengths of the properly descending chains of centralizers. 
Let F be the free group on a countably infinite generating set U consisting 
of elements x~,~ and yk.; m-here k and i range over all positive integers such that 
i < k. Let Fl and F, be as defined in the previous example. Let AT/F2 be the 
subgroup of FJF, generated by all elements [.ve,( , yR,j] F2 with i # j. Let G = 
F/z\-. Clearly G is nilpotent of class 2 and has exponent 4. We write G1 = F,/N 
and, for all u E r/; w-e rewrite US as u. 
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For ali A, i, with i < K, let Xk,i = {x~,~ ,..., z~,~>. Then, fcr ?’ < k, j:.l-,tAL 
centralizes Xkmi but not X,,i+l . Thus the centralizers of -‘r,,, i XicZ2 ,..,: X, ,.: 
form a properly descending chain. Hence there is no finite bound on the lengths 
cf the properl>- descending chains of centralizers in G. It remaks to prove tha: 
G E ‘3YLrc, . To do this it is enough to show that, for al! g E G. C,(g) is either eq?Iai 
to G or to a finite union of COWS of G1 . 
For each k iet L:, = {s~,~ , ;‘r,l ,..., xpZ:; , y;:,>l. Letg. IzEG. Thez we c2c 
write 
$7 = JJ g, - t-9 
FEK 
If = g A! . s, 
where K and L are finite sets of positke integers; I, s E (2~ : for each k E K: 
gq is a non-emptv product of distinct elements of L’, ; and, for each i EL, !zr is a 
non-e;nptp prb&ct of distinct elements of rr . If K = .Z then C,(g) -= G. 
So assume that K 6 0 and let k E K. If there exists 1 EL’,K, then [g. Jz] + i 
because [g, 1t-j in\-oh-es an element [uk , p1J with uk E ETk and E, E 5-t . Hence if 
I: E C,(g) we have L c K. Therefore C,(g) is a fnite union of cosets sf Gi : as 
required. 
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